
 

Harris Stratex Networks and Raylex mark 40-year milestone with strategic reseller 
agreement in Latin America

Partnership combines Harris Stratex' wireless transmission technology with Raylex' local systems 
expertise to supply key Latin America markets

SANTIAGO, CHILE – Sept. 9, 2009 – Harris Stratex Networks, Inc. (NASDAQ: HSTX), a leading provider of wireless solutions 
that enable the evolution of next-generation fixed and mobile broadband networks, today announced that its strategic reseller 
agreement and partnership with Raylex, a telecommunications systems integrator based in Santiago, Chile, has marked a 40-
year milestone. Raylex, which recently celebrated its 42nd anniversary, is Harris Stratex’  primary distributor in Chile. Based on 
the companies’  relationship, which began in July 1969, Raylex represents Harris Stratex in various regional and vertical 
markets, with a primary focus in the telecommunications and energy sectors. Harald Braun, president and chief executive 
officer, at Harris Stratex, presented an award to Raylex at a ceremony held today at the company’s headquarters in Santiago, 
Chile, in honor of the company’s tenured partnership.  

"We are truly proud to have reached this 40-year milestone with Raylex," Braun said at the ceremony. "Raylex has extensive 
experience serving the needs of large, sophisticated regional customers, including key carriers. Their seasoned and 
knowledgeable team; expertise and reputation in this geographic region; and commitment to delivering world-class customer 
support, make them an incredibly valuable ally as we continue to grow our presence in the territory."

"Harris Stratex provides leading-edge broadband wireless technology and turnkey solutions that provide our customers with 
reliable communications services," said Eduardo Middleton, president and chief executive officer, Raylex. "Through our 
partnership with Harris Stratex, we are able to offer a robust wireless portfolio of products and services that offer the highest 
standards of quality and reliability." 

Having served the Chilean telecommunications marketplace for more than 40 years, Raylex provides first-class 
telecommunications services, particularly with its robust after-sales support program for its products and services. The 
company is proud of its achievements, particularly its high-level customer satisfaction as one of the market’s top systems 
integrators. With its rich market history and outstanding technical capabilities, the company, together with Harris Stratex, is 
ready to address the forthcoming microwave market, and accelerate the convergence from voice to data applications.

Harris Stratex has an extensive presence in Latin America, providing specialized services and technical support for regional 
customers from its sector headquarters in Mexico, with satellite offices and key regional partners to serve the unique needs of 
each territory. Deep knowledge of the local market, as well as in-market services and technical support, has been a key factor 
in developing Harris Stratex' close relationships with its customers.

###

About Harris Stratex Networks, Inc.
Harris Stratex Networks, Inc. is a leading provider of wireless solutions that enable the evolution of next-generation fixed and 
mobile broadband networks. The company offers reliable, flexible and scalable wireless network solutions, backed by 
comprehensive professional services and support. Harris Stratex Networks serves all global markets, including mobile network 
operators, public safety agencies, private network operators, utility and transportation companies, government agencies and 
broadcasters. Customers in more than 135 countries depend on Harris Stratex Networks to build, expand and upgrade their 
voice, data and video solutions. Harris Stratex Networks is recognized around the world for innovative, best-in-class wireless 
networking solutions and services. For more information, visit www.harrisstratex.com.  

About Raylex
Raylex is a telecommunications systems integrator based in Santiago, Chile. For more information, visit http://www.raylex.cl/.  
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